FIRST ANNUAL EEE

INSTAGRAM VIDEO CONTEST!

TOPIC: WHY EEE?

HOW TO WIN:
Post a ONE-MINUTE video to Instagram and tag us! (@PurdueEEE)

It should be Informal, but professional (no red solo cups, etc.) Film/edit on your phone; no fancy skills required.

Aim it toward prospective EEE students. Capture a day in your EEE life, chat about why you chose/love EEE over photos and video clips, feature a research project, join forces with another EEE student, etc.

PRIZES:
Winner gets an “ultimate” Purdue EEE Swag Bag, featured in an EEE web article, lunch for 2 at Jimmy John’s, and their video posted to all EEE social media accounts!

All participants who submit a video will receive the coveted, EEE Bamboo Lunch Box set that is typically off-limits to students!

CONTEST ENDS MARCH 1!

MORE INFO: